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Abstract :  The article deals with the scientific and technical problem off light safety for light aircraft performing
domestic flights and general aviation aircraft (GAA) when approaching in low visibility conditions and in
absence of an optical visibility usingon-board software and hardware represented bythe airborne short-range
radar (ASRR), airborne computer and LCD display. ASRR basic technical features and functionality are
introduced. The algorithms of determining the aircraft position relative to runway boundaries are described. It
has been established that as a result of processing panoramic radar images (RI) obtained in the ASRR, the
distance tothe runway (RW) boundary and the aircraft heading anglerelative to the runway direction can be
measured, which allows to ensure safe aircraft landing in low visibility conditions and even in absence of an
optical visibility through displaying necessary flight and navigation data in theLCD display. The first experimental
results ofASRR tests performed on the IKARUS C42 light aircraft of CJSC Tehaviakompleks have been
presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Russian small aircraft market sector has been significantly growing in the last decade along with restoration
of regular scheduled domestic flight sandan increase in the volume of aviation operations, the potential demand for
which is rather high due to large distances, poorroad networks, increasing consumer purchasing power and aspiration
of active consumers for mobility.

One of the serious problems of small aircraft (SA) safety, including both light and ultralight planes, is detecting
terrains, other aircraft andground vehicles, as well as boundaries of runways (RW) and taxi ways (TW) when
approaching un prepared airfields in low visibility conditions and even in absence of an optical visibility, including
night flights. The existing radar equipment cannot solve this problem as it cannot be installed in light aircrafts due to
its large size and expensiveness. The solution suggested to solve this problem is using a new compact and low-cost
airborneshort-range radar (ASRR) on SA planes.

The features distinguishing this ASRR from other radars are as follows:
• High rate for obtaining data (similar to optic sensors);
• High distanceresolution (about 1 m) andazimuthal resolution (1 degree or less);
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• Small weight and size, low power consumption;
• Can be installed on a wide range of SA andunmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) aircraft;

The price for the above advantages is reasonable limitation of the ASRR range. Such radars are not presented
in the market [1]. The issues of creating theASRR meeting these requirements have been described in works [2-9]
relating to an automotive radar and a fire helicopter [10].

2. BASIC ASRR  TECHNICAL FEATURES

ASRR is a panoramic millimeter-wavelength radar consisting of two functional modules: external–radar type
andinternal – analog-to-digital type with a digital information exchange bus connected with a power cable. Figure
1 shows taking off of IKARUS C42 of CJSC Tehaviakompleks (Russia) with the installedASRR, performed in
test flights.

Fig. 1. IKARUS C42 with the installedASRRduring testing.

Basic technical featuresof the experimental ASRR modelare shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Basic ASRR technical features

Instrumented range, m 20-1500

Range resolution, m 1.5 ÷ 3

Azimuthal resolution, degree � 1

Operation frequency, GHz 39

Radiation power, mW 30-50

Antenna: slotted waveguide

Antenna coverage sector in the azimuthal plane, degree ± 60

Antenna coverage sector in the elevation plane, degree from0 (up) to –12 (down)

Number of data points in a radar image (256 × 512) per shot

Power consumption < 100 W (12-24 V circuit)

Data updating speed, Hz 5 ÷ 10

Data output format 1 Gbit/s Ethernet

Radar weight (antenna + transceiver), kg Not more than 10
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The aboveASRRtechnical features and functionality ensure performance of the following tasksin
low visibility conditions (dusk, fog, drizzle, snow, smoke etc.) :

• Control of airspacefor aerial objects (helicopters, airplanes, paragliders, etc.) andhigh surface facilities
(transmitting towers, plant chimneys, high-rise buildings, etc.), and establishing coordinates of these objects.

• Generation of the detailed highly informative radar image of the surface (mapping) allowing to make
navigation aircraft position fixation based on a radar map and search fora landing area.

• Detection of fixed obstacles and moving vehicles on the runway and TW when landing and taxiing.
The ASRRensures generation of radar data obtained to be displayed on a pilot’s multimode display inreal
time.

In addition to structural issues, improvement of the automotive radar (airborne version of short-
range radar was developed on its base) to provide aircraft safety must be made in two directions:

1. Increasing the operating range (due to a higher speed of light aircraft, compared to a vehicle).
2. Creatingalgorithms for reprocessing of generatedradar images (RI) in real timeto ensure proper approach,

driving on the runway and taxiwaysin low visibility conditions and in absence of an optical visibility.
The algorithms for detecting aircraft positionsrelative torunway boundaries and evaluation of its heading anglefor

pilot’s adequate perception of the situation, as well as for interactive (or automated in case of UAV)aircraft control
when landing are described below.

3. METHODOLOGY FOR DETERMINING AIRCRAFT POSITIONSRELATIVE TOTHE
RUNWAY

Geometrical relationships clarifying visibility procedures are shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Task geometry. Aircraft positionwhen landing.

The antenna beam narrow in the azimuthal plane perform scanning, consistently taking the position characterized
by the angle �SCt = �.  Azimuth anglesare counted from the OY axis left to right to the rightrunway boundary.

The delay time of a signal reflected from the runway boundary is measured for consistent beam positions
�1,  �2, ... �n.
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We introduce the algorithm allowing based on data obtained from the radar to determine the distance from the
aircraft to the runway boundary. The radar makes measurements in the coordinate system (0XY) fixed with aircraft
construction lines. The highly detailed radar image generated by the radar [5] allows to determine not only the
distance to the runway boundary but also the angle characterizing aircraft orientation when landingin relation to the
runway.

We assume thatthe runway boundarymight be approximated with a straight line determined by the equation
(1) in the coordinate system of the radar (the origin of the coordinate system is fixed with the aircraft).

xcos� + ysin� – p = 0 (1)
where ��–� angle betweenthe runway boundaryandthe OY axis,  p – distance from the boundary to the origin of the
coordinate system, xandy– coordinates of an arbitrary point on the RI plane.

Figure 2 shows aircraft position when landing in the coordinate systemfixed with aircraft construction lines.
The runway boundaryis indicated with line AB.

The radar scans the space in front of the aircraft and measures the range R and the angle �  of obtained signals
reflected from the runway boundary.

The equation characterizing the OA line in the XOY plane can be written in the form similar to (1):
xcos� – ysin� = 0 (2)

“-” sign in equation (2) is provided due to the fact that samples of angle and are  calculated in different
directions.

The coordinates of point A–point of crossing of two straight lines, are defined from the simultaneous solution
of (1) and (2):
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and thusthe distance from the origin to the point A(x1, y1)  is the determined in the form:
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As equations (3),(4) include unknown variables p and �, the variables R2  and �2 must be measured once
again and,
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Thus, to determine these unknown parameterspand,the simultaneous solution of equations (4) and (5) is
necessary.

If we take the ratio �x/�y,  where:
�x = x2 – x1 = R2 sin �2 – R1 sin �1 (6)
�x = y2 – y1 = R2 cos �2 – R1 sin �1 (7)

the equation to calculate the required parameter � will be as follows:
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The distanceto the runway boundary p is calculated when substituting(6) and (7) in (4) and (5):
p = R1 sin (�1 – �) = R2 sin (�2 – �) (9)
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Measuring two distances R1 and R2  and corresponding angles �1 and �2 allows to determine the parameter
� calculated through equation (8) and characterizes the angle of aircraft axis deviation from the runway direction in
the XOY plane, and the distance to its boundaries can be calculated using the formula (9).

4. ALGORITHM FOR MEASURING THE DISTANCE TORUNWAY BOUNDARIES AND
DETERMINING THEHEADING ANGLE

The above methods for measuring runway boundariesandheading angle are used in the multi-channel detector
of the runway, the algorithm of whichis described below.

Each i-th channel of the detector is RI range section.
The task of measuring the distance torunway boundariesand determining the deviation angle is to determine

the distance to the runway boundaryin all sounding directions � and to subsequently make statistical calculation of
required parameters p  and �. This task can be divided into the following stages:

1. The range of the allowed valuesof p is set: M ML L
L [– 10°,10°].
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4. The azimuth coverage is divided into search sectors for the left and right runway boundary.
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As a result,the area,wherethe distance torunway boundariesis measured (Figure 3), is selected in the radar
image.

Fig. 3. Search area forrunway boundaries (The proximal search area boundary is identified with
dotted lines,  the distal boundary – with the solid line).
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1. The values of pL,  pR, � are calculated usingestimates of distances to the runway boundaryin
channels (R).
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6. Calculation of average values m and mean square deviations � for estimated values p and �.
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7. Anomalous point filtration.
Since the runway width is constant, we can make the R’ sample from the R array based on the following
criterion pi – M[p] < �

M[ ] <R Rip – p ������� � (15)

8. Determining extrapolated values p and � to estimate these values in the next RI frame
p�[M[p] – n.�[p], M[p] + n. �[p]] (16)

[M[ ] – . [ ], M[ ] . [ ]],n n�� � � � � � � �  to determine andin the next frame.

Thus, as a result of RI processing,the distanceto the runway boundary (radial outbound or radial distance),
runway width and aircraftheading anglerelative to the runway direction can be measured in the radar, which allows
to ensure safe landing in low visibility conditions and even in absence of an optical visibility.

5. RADAR EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The airborne short-range radargenerates a highly detailedradar image (RI). The RI samples obtained through
the ASRR in live experiments in summer, fall and winter 2015 are shown in Figures 4 and 5.

Figure 4 shows synchronous video and radar runway imageswith the autogyrotaxiing for take off (shown as a
yellow circle). The image was generated from the surface. There is also a stationary vehicle (shown as a red circle)
and a person (shown as a blue circle)in the RI. Detecting stationary and moving objects using the ASRR, including
such small objects as a person, allows to significantly reduce the risk of flight accidents.

Figure 5 shows synchronous video and radar runway images obtained in the air when flying over the runway.
The RI clearly shows the runway boundary, buildings, etc. The aircraft position and the heading angle can be
estimated using this radar data, but a relevant algorithm should be used for this purpose.
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Fig. 4. Radar and video image of the runway with the autogyro obtained from the surface.

Fig. 5.  RI and optical image of the runway obtained in flight.

6. FORMAT OF DISPLAYING NAVIGATION DATA TO THE CREW WHEN APPROACHING

For the purpose of navigation and pilot age when approaching,various indication options can be used, which
canboth displaya computerized runwayimage and display coordinates of the runway orgli depath relative to the
aircraft in the LCD display using special symbols including directing signals. Both of the above provide the pilot
with the data required for safe aircraft control when approaching and landing in low visibility conditions and in
absence of an optical visibility [11].

Figure 6 shows the symbols ofthe display mode in the window “Navigation to the runway threshold”, which
displays aheading angle to the runway threshold, radial distance to the runway threshold, landing heading and
current linear deviation (LD)from the runway axis to the pilot.
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Fig. 6. Window “Navigation tothe runway threshold” implementedin a display mode
in the LCD display whenapproaching.

At that, the parameters of graphic display of the LD value from the runway axis are limited depending on the
actual LD according to the chart shown in Figure 7.

Fig. 7. Limited physical display of the LD value from the runway axis.

The following parameters for displaying “control commands”in the LCD display can be provided in
the command mode of landing on the air fields elected:

• intended track;
• landing heading;
• current linear deviation (LD) from the runway axis;
• desired trajectory deviation in a vertical plane;
• desired trajectory deviation in a horizontal plane.

Transition to a landing mode is performed either manually or automatically under the following conditions:
• differencebetweenthe current track andlanding heading of the runway does not exceed± 60° (to be adjusted

based on further tasting);
• LD from the runway axisis£ 1.5 km (to be adjusted based on further tasting);
• distance to the runway thresholdis within 300 – 1500 m (to be adjusted based on further tasting);
• current relative height (Hrel) depending on the distance to the runway is within the following range:

Drw. tg1°  � Hrel  � Drw, tg�, where � –  glide path slope valuemultiplied by 1.1. H
Two approach modes are provided in a complex :

• usingsignalsgeneratedinacomplexbased on data of the air channel and satellite navigation system (SNS)
with the computerized runway image on the LCD display;

• using signals generated from the ASRR.
Thisensured pre-landing maneuvering and generation of similar commands of deviations from the predetermined

track andglide path angles, similar to the airborne complex operating mode when usinglanding tools (ILS, MLS,
PRMG).
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Note : MLS ensures the preset azimuth andelevation)
The airborne complex generated the following control signals in the landing mode:

• calculated deviations �h from the desired track;
• calculated deviations �g from the presetglide path slope angle;
• distanceto the runway threshold.

The aircraft control in the vertical plane is performed based on the deviation of a horizontal position bar
generated with the signal and the control in a horizontal plane is performed based on the deviation of a vertical bar
with the signal .

The calculated values of a deviation from the preset track andglide path slope angle values,  and the distance
to the runway threshold are calculated in an airborne complex using two methods in ascending priority:

• based on the data of integrated processing of coordinates, speed, height (if there is SNS when working in
a differential and non-differential mode), relative barometric altitude from the air data system (ADS) and
radio altitude from the RA (after passing front runway threshold),

• based on the data obtained from imaging sensors and modified to geographic coordinates.
The calculations are made taking into account runway centerline coordinates, glide path slope angle, runway

length and PZ approach track (database information).
Upon reaching the height of 50 m (to be adjusted based on further tasting) in the automatic landing mode the

airborne complex displays the “Decision Height” featurein the LCD display. Conditions and transition to the
“Reapproach” modewill be additionally described.

When using the computer vision system (CVS) the airborne complex can generate an improved synthetic
image providing the crew with the runway image more complete form with additional information on distances to
special markers on the runway based on data from the radar [11].

To generate the runway 3D image, special scientific software (SS) of the converter has been developed,
which allows to covert data from ARINC 424 format and from shape files into binary files with the airborne
specialized structure [12]. Integration of runway ranges into 3D-ranges of terrain and application of a special
texture imitating the surface of a real runway to runway ranges, as shown in Figure 8, are performed in the synthesized
vision modeSS.

Fig. 8. Example of runway synthesized image.

The ergonomic evaluation of results obtained showed that display of relative runway position data with generation
of 3D runway image helps the crew to navigate in space which positively affects the psychophysical state of the
crew and thus improves flight safety [13].

Figure 9 below shows display formats implemented in the approach and landing mode based on data from the
ASRR, database information and data from the SNS with application of the window “Navigation on the runway
threshold”.
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Fig. 9. Window “Navigationonthe runway threshold”.

The display of the reference approach trajectory in the directing mode of approach on the airfield selected is
shown in Figure 10.

Fig. 10. Display of the reference trajectory, command bars and velocity vector on the 3D shot.

7. CONCLUSION

This article has demonstrated that in order to ensure safety of the low-level flight and landing of the light SA
aircraft in low visibility conditions and in absence of an optical visibility the panoramic forward vision radar with
high space resolution mustbeused onboard the aircraft.

It has been proved that it is technically possible to install the airborne short-range radar (ASRR) on board the
small aircraft (SA). The experimental ASRR model has been created by the group of specialists from the Moscow
Aviation Institute (National Research University).

It has been shown that as a result of processing radar images (RI) obtained in theASRR, the distance to the
runway boundary and heading angle of the aircraft relative to runway landing heading can be measured, which
allows to ensure safe landing in low visibility conditions and in absence of an optical visibility.

During flight testing, the experimental ASRR model has proved to be able to detect moving objects, stationary
obstacles, runway boundaries and taxi ways (TW). Flight testing has pre determined implementation of the ASRR
in automated light SA aircraft control systems.

For the purpose of control automation,the multi-channel tracking unit measuring the distance to runway
boundaries and the heading angle has been developed using priori data on the nature of the runway boundary, as a
distributed target.

For the purpose of navigation and pilotage,the indication option has been introduced which is displayed in the
LCD display and provides a pilot with data required for safe aircraft control when approaching.
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The results provided in this article have been obtained when performing applied research sponsored by the
Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation under Agreement No.14.579.21.0051 of September
16, 2014.

The applied research unique identifieris RFMEFI57914X0051.
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